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Although this is a fictional story, the influence came from Jason Kutasi’s very exceptional dog, Doc.  

Doc is a four-year old chocolate lab that was rescued by Jason and was the inspiration behind this story.
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iper woke up hungry,  
at his old Kentucky farm…

The warmth of  the sun,  
 as his early morning alarm.

P





     is little tummy growled, 

with a mighty rumble so deep…

It woke all the rabbits,  

   who were still trying to sleep.

H





S   taring down at his food,  
in a bright yellow dish…

No more kibble for breakfast,  
 was Piper’s everyday wish.





   reaming of  cookies, 
chocolate cake and other sweets,

Piper licked his drooling lips,         at the thought of  all those treats.

D
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   am done eating kibble,
I’d rather eat grass...

or pizza with mustard,
    Dog food is for cats.”

I‟
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   soft buzzing bumbled,
as a swarm of  bees drew near…
A
“Good morning young Piper,”  
they buzzed in his ear.
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   soft buzzing bumbled,



am tired of  kibble,”

Piper told his bee friends…

“Follow us to the fields,” they replied, 

“where the food never ends.”

I‟





   quick sniff of  nectar,
Piper pushed an “Ahh-Choo!”
A
The bees quickly recognized,        
    “Nectar isn’t for you.”



   quick sniff of  nectar,



 he black and white cow, 
clearly knows how to feast...

You don’t get that fat, 
    unless you eat like a beast.  

T





iper made a sour face, 

with a mouthful of  grass…

“This isn’t my thing,

    I’m gonna have to pass.”

P





     faint “Neigh” in the distance, 

Piper thought, “Of  course!”

The best barn-yard meal,

    must be eaten by a horse.

A





“Adios amigo,  
 I think hay is for horses.”

iper expected a big breakfast,

eggs and bacon as first courses...
P
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“Adios amigo,  
 I think hay is for horses.”

iper expected a big breakfast,

eggs and bacon as first courses...



n overall-wearing, 
  carrot-eating bunny... 

Hopped by in a flash,  
   laughing at something funny. 

A





riggered by instinct, 

     Piper quickly gave chase.

He was now one tired puppy,

 having lost the bunny race.

T





wakened by an Owl 
with a “Who” from above…

She shared her mousy meal,  
    a gesture made with love.

A





ock-a-doodle-doo, 
is the dinner bell for a fox...

Piper’s dog-looking cousin,  
 is hunting for cocks.

C



is the dinner bell for a fox...

Piper’s dog-looking cousin,  
 is hunting for cocks.



ttracted by a squeal,
Piper eyed the pigs’ slop…

On the list of  foods to eat,  
 this was not at the top.

A



Piper eyed the pigs’ slop…

On the list of  foods to eat,  
 this was not at the top.



 ll over the farm, 
corn grows a plenty… 

But donkey’s don’t share;  
 he wouldn’t give Piper any.

A
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corn grows a plenty… 

But donkey’s don’t share;  
 he wouldn’t give Piper any.



oats are super friendly, 
and will share a bag of  feed…

“But Kibble made for goats 
  isn’t exactly what I need.”

G
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o back to his own kibble, 
the farmer delivered at dawn…

And the shiny yellow bowl,  
 still out on the lawn.

S
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ungrier than ever, 
Piper scarfs down his food…

Filling his tummy with kibble,  
 it’s the best food he’s ever chewed.

H
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Filling his tummy with kibble,it was the best food he'd ever chewed.



Piper scarfs down his food…



iper licks the bowl clean... P
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iper licks the bowl clean... 



ontent as can be.C
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ne tired puppy...
falls asleep under a tree.

O
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falls asleep under a tree.





The End
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Thank you for reading Dog Food is for Cats. We truly 
hope you enjoyed Piper’s little adventure. 

Dog Food is for Cats is an original Jason Kutasi book. 

Also from Jason Kutasi...

Keep an eye out for more titles from PuppyDogs & Icecream Publishing ©
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